Interpreters

• The staff at the Woodland Indian Hamlet are called *interpreters* – they may tell me about the past and the people who lived here!

• These *interpreters* will not be in costumes but may be working hard doing jobs that people in the past would have done.

• I may ask them questions if I have any.
Safety

• There may be a contained fire in the Woodland Indian Hamlet.

• I want to be safe, so I will stay away from the fire.
Safety

• There are a lot of tools around the Woodland Indian Hamlet.

• I want to be safe, so I will ask before I touch something.
Work Areas

• There are work areas at the Woodland Indian Hamlet.

• I may visit them to learn about the work of Native American men and women!
Witchotts

- The Woodland Indian Hamlet has two *witchotts* – Native American houses.
- The *witchotts* are darker than the outdoors, and I may have to duck to get through the door.
- I may go in and explore these *witchotts* if I want.
Field

- The Woodland Indian Hamlet has a field planted with corns, beans, and squash.
- I can look at the field and learn more about planting if I want.
Canoe

• The Woodland Indian Hamlet has a canoe made from a tree trunk.

• I can look at this canoe and figure out how it was made if I want.
Places to Rest

• The *witchotts* are dark and quiet inside. Sometimes there is a fire going.

• I may sit and rest here if I want.
For Help

• If I need help or have a question, I can ask my guardian or an interpreter at the Woodland Indian Hamlet, and they will be happy to help me.